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Muscle Wire to Blossom
Muscle wire, aka SMA wires or Flexinol Wire, are wire made of nickel-titanium. Muscle wire does exactly what
it sounds, it contracts approximately 10%, like muscles, when it is electrically driven; when there are current
going through. The benefit of muscle wire is that it is completely silent, and it is lighter than transitional
actuator. It can be set to create many kinds of motion, there are a ton of cool things you can do with them
that could be achieve with a simple act of a wire pulling. (Search pulleys for inspirations). In my case, I am
going to make the muscle wire blossom like a flower with paper circuits.

How to Make it Move : Test Sheet
Let’s do a test sheet - Cut out the muscle wire with your desire length.
For the first try, I would recommend less than 9.5” of length.
With my sample, I have a 4.25” muscle wire cut off, they’re clipped at
both the ends, and soldered down onto copper tap which is pulled
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Materials
• Flexinol Wire with .006”

tight against the end of the paper. One end of the muscle wire will draw
back down to the end of the paper, with copper tape running along the
back of the paper. This is done to reduce weight from the alligator clip

Diameter

testing. Please refer to the picture for the setting and make sure they

from robotshop.com

are not short circuited. Use scotch tape if necessary.

Now Let’s Make its Move.

• Wire Crimp

"
Figuring out the current of the muscle wire is essential. Flexinol wire has
a consistent resistance per length and an optimum current. Which you
will refer to your Flexinol Wire’s technical data for specific. For example,
I am using the 0.006″ diameter wire, which said I will needs 0.400 Amps
• Power Supply
• Copper Tape

of current to contract the flexinol.
The best and easily way is to get your muscle wire working would be
testing it with a power supply and slowly working the current up. Be

✦

Alligator Clips

careful not to go over the suggested current, as for my wire it is 400mA.

✦

Soldering Materials

low voltage and low current. For my piece, my 4.25” wire flexed at

✦

Sewing Supply

Going beyond and above wIn general you always want to start with a
0.328 Amps at 2.07V.

!
!

After your first successful test, I would sew down my muscle wire to

Read More

http://youtu.be/yuYV3RrowWY

Makezine with Jie Qi

Deploy from the Power Supply

maximize the movement, you will be surprised.
Check Out: Blooming Flower by Jie Qi

http://makezine.com/2012/01/31/skillbuilder-working-with-shape-memory-

Now that you know, the current and voltage need you can calculate and

alloy/

deploy for your final fabrication.

Jie Qi’s Youtube Channel

V= IR"

http://www.youtube.com/user/qijies/

For example, I am using the 0.006″ diameter wire, which needs 0.400

videos

Amps, and I have a 5V power supply, I would need a total resistance of
5/0.4 = 12.5 ohms.
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